A TOTAL CONCEPT – Landscape Architects & Swimming Pool Designers

A TOTAL CONCEPT
TRANSFORMING YOUR WHOLE OUTDOOR AREA

Home owners are increasingly looking for professional assistance to look after their entire projects and A Total Concept
Landscape Architects & Swimming Pool Designers provides this total service. A Total Concept are also flexible in the
extent of service that they provide and are willing to help as much or as little as their clients need.
“We were engaged by the owners of this property to design then manage the extensive integrated alterations of
the residence, including the swimming pool and garden areas,” recalls John Storch of A Total Concept Landscape
Architects & Swimming Pool Designers.
“We undertook the designs, obtained building approval through the council, provided detailed specifications for all
aspects of the project, recommended and organised the builder to undertake the house renovations and the pool
builder and the landscape contractor. We also undertook the total management of the project for our clients.”
This contemporary black micro-pebble swimming pool and wet edge is mirrored by the shape of the adjacent lawn
area and beautifully reflects the garden and house lights at night. The pool also mirrors the surrounding trees during
the day, making a bold design statement that showcases the stylishly renovated home.
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CONTACT
A TOTAL CONCEPT
Landscape Architects & Swimming Pool Designers
21 Ellalong Road
Cremorne
Tel: (02) 9957 5122
Mobile: 0407 245 201
Fax: (02) 9957 5922
Email: design@atotalconcept.com.au
Website: www.atotalconcept.com.au

The heated swimming pool’s extensive underwater conversation pit provides the perfect place for sitting, relaxing and
entertaining. The timber decks and pool cabana hold all the necessary recreation features to service the swimming
pool, including bathroom and cooking facilities, lounges and day beds.
The gardens are planted with numerous native plants, which, together with the surrounding bushland, integrate and
act as an attractive backdrop to the swimming pool when viewed from the surrounding areas. Plants used in the
gardens, including lomandras, grevilleas, acacias and banksias, help create a visual link between the contemporary
style residence, swimming pool, timber decks and bushland district views beyond to create A Total Concept.
A Total Concept is an established award winning practice specialising in the integration of beautiful and functional
swimming pools, gardens and cabanas. They provide services extending from consultations, designs and specifications,
council approvals and builder recommendations to the total management of the project and contract administration.
They bring together all aspects of the project, helping with everything from specifying pool equipment to the choice of
materials and colours, cabana fixtures and fittings, paving selections, landscape lighting and types of plants.
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